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Abstract  This paper studies the stability of jointed rock slopes by using our improved 
three-dimensional discrete element methods (DEM) and physical modeling. Results show 
that the DEM can simulate all failure modes of rock slopes with different joint 
configurations. The stress in each rock block is not homogeneous and blocks rotate in 
failure development. Failure modes depend on the configuration of joints. Toppling failure 
is observed for the slope with straight joints and sliding failure is observed for the slope 
with staged joints. The DEM results are also compared with those of limit equilibrium 
method (LEM). Without considering the joints in rock masses, the LEM predicts much 
higher factor of safety than physical modeling and DEM. The failure mode and factor of 
safety predicted by the DEM are in good agreement with laboratory tests for any jointed 
rock slope. 
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Rock slope has many geological structures with different sizes, configurations and 
mechanical properties such as joints, fissures, faults, shear bands and so on[1]. These 
geological structures may make the slope unstable, producing toppling, fracturing or 
sliding failures. A lot of investigations have focused on the stability of jointed rock slope, 
however, the mechanisms on the progressive failure of jointed rock slope is still an open 
issue in either physical modeling or numerical simulation. Therefore it is necessary to 
acquire an apparent recognition of slope stability and failure mechanism by physical 
modeling and numerical simulation. Rock slopes are usually intersected by geological 
structures into blocks and the blocks are in different orientations. Sun[2] classifies the 
structures of rock mass into four types. He brought forward the following characteristics 
of block structures: (1) rock blocks are formed by the intersection of weak structural 
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interface; (2) the motion of rock blocks is governed by the configuration of structural 
interfaces, particularly continuous and straight interfaces; and (3) the mechanical prop-
erties of rock block are controlled by the continuous and straight structure interfaces, 
especially those weak structure interfaces. The failure mode of such rock blocks is slid-
ing failure along weak structure interfaces. 

Several numerical methods have been proposed to assess the stability of a rock slope 
and to describe the progressive failure. Limit equilibrium method (LEM) uses the factor 
of safety (FOS) to assess the stability of a rock slope[3,4]. The LEM assumes that a slid-
ing surface is formed in the slope and the resistance force along the sliding surface 
achieves its limit state at any point. In order to consider inhomogeneous distribution of 
this resistance forces, the sliding body is divided into slice blocks. The resistance force 
at the bottom of each slice block is approximated by homogeneous force. Because the 
division of rock masses is purely geometrical, the slice blocks in LEM cannot include 
the effects of geological structures. LEM has been widely applied to the assessment of 
slope stability in engineering due to its simplicity[5]. However, it cannot describe the 
process of deformation and failure, and large-scale opening, fracturing, slipping, top-
pling, and rotating yet[6]. As pointed out by Jing[6], continuum-based numerical methods 
such as FEM and BEM confront big problems to treat the geological interfaces. An al-
ternative is the discrete element method (DEM). The DEM is based on discontinuity 
analysis, thus easily describing sliding, toppling and rotating of rock blocks as well as 
the deformation and progressive failure process of slope without any difficulty. Two 
DEM models are prevailing: 3DEC corner-face model[7] and NURBM3D face-face 
model[8]. 3DEC uses corner-face contact for the interaction of two neighboring blocks. 
This model has been proved to be effective when interface takes place large structural 
deformation or rock block rotates heavily. It searches for contact in every time step, thus 
spending a lot of CPU time and requiring more storage space. Therefore, the cor-
ner-corner model is not suitable for a great number of rock blocks. In addition, the cor-
ner-corner contact cannot determine the direction and magnitude of contacting force and 
stress concentration may occur at the corner, producing fracture or “numerical locking”. 
The NURBM3D face-face model[8] avoids the “numerical locking” and largely improves 
computational efficiency. Original face-face model cannot deal with block deformation. 
Recently, Li and his colleagues[9,10] improved the face-face model to include either rigid 
or deformable blocks. 

Some experiments have been carried out to verify the prediction capability of discrete 
element methods. Barla et al.[11—13] studied the failure angle of barite and olefin block 
slope from both physical modeling and UDEC numerical simulation. Their physical 
modeling focused on the slope with straight joints. They gradually increased the inclina-
tion of the slope up to slipping. Their results show that, if the block size is 9 cm ×9 cm
×20 cm, the angle of failure is 38 degree by experimental measurement, while the 
UDEC predicted only 31 degree of failure angle. If the block size is 9 cm×9 cm×9 cm, 
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the angle of slope failure is 9 degree for experimental measurement and approximates 9 
degree predicted by UDEC (this result is the same as the result obtained in this paper, 
see section 3). Based on the above results, they concluded that UDEC results are not al-
ways in agreement with experimental measurements even if the physical and geometrical 
parameters of a jointed rock slope are well known. This paper mainly focuses on the 
effect of rock mass structure and block size on the slope stability through physical mod-
eling and numerical simulations with deformable face-face DEM model. The DEM 
simulations are also compared with the LEM simulations. As a result, safety factor ob-
tained by LEM is much higher than both DEM and physical modeling for some jointed 
rock slopes.  

1  Experiment setup for physical modeling 

The experiment setup is shown in Fig. 1. This experiment is designed to study the 
failure modes of rock slopes with different joint configurations. This device is made of 
box for sample holder and pulley to incline the box until sliding. The box walls are made 
of transparent glass. From this glass, the sliding process can be recorded through digital 
or video camera. The wall is 20 mm thick and internal dimensions are 2000 mm×800 
mm×1100 mm in length, width and height, respectively. A pulley is fixed on the upper 
front wall of the box to level the glass box when sample is prepared. The inclination is 
continued until the critical angle of a rock slope. Rock blocks are made from granite 
with three sizes: big (200 mm×100 mm×100 mm), middle (100 mm×100 mm×100 
mm) and small (50 mm×50 mm×50 mm). The slope sample is prepared in the follow-
ing procedure: First, lay a layer of big blocks and fix these blocks to the bottom and the 
sidewalls. Then put above layers according to the designated joint configuration. The 
slope of big blocks with straight joints is prepared as an example. Put six blocks in the 
width direction, five blocks in the length di-
rection and five blocks in the height direction. 
Such a layout does not touch with the box 
wall. A thin layer of sands is put along the 
interface of blocks to smoothen the interface 
surface. Other four slopes are prepared in 
similar ways. When a slope is ready, incline 
the slope slowly through the pulley until 
slope slides or fails. Observe the deformation 
and failure process. The angle of the slope 
inclination when sliding or toppling occurs is 
the critical angle of the slope. 

2  Face-to-face contact three-dimensional discrete element method 

2.1  Basic hypothesis 

In this discrete element method, a rock slope is composed of blocks. These blocks 

 
Fig. 1.  Setup of experiments for slope stability. 
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come from the intersection of rock masses by discontinuities such as joints, fissures. In 
order to describe the slope, face-to-face contact DEM has the following hypotheses: 

a) Each block is deformable when external force is applied, and the motion of each 
block is governed by the Newton’s second law of force and moment. 

b) Interaction of two neighboring blocks is described by normal and tangential stiff-
ness. Neighboring blocks embed each other. This equivalently puts virtual springs be-

tween rigid blocks. Therefore the deforma-
tion induced by block and joint can be easily 
decided. The normal and shear forces be-
tween neighboring blocks can be expressed 
by the spring deformation between the 
neighboring blocks, but they follow Mohr-       
Coulomb’s law, too. No tension is allowed. 

c) Each block face is divided into four 
equal areas to express the inhomogeneous 
force on interface and calculate moment of 
the block. The force in each area is assumed 
to be homogeneous and its force center is 
denoted as Lp (see Fig. 2). 

2.2  Fundamental equations of block motions 

Unlike continuum mechanics, DEM is based on the discontinuity analysis of discrete 
blocks, thus the compatibility of deformation along the interface of blocks is not man-
datory. However, DEM must observe the equation of motion and physical equations. 

(i) Equation of motion.  The forces on each block have external force and contacting 
forces from neighboring blocks. Based on Newton’s second law, each block has the 
equation of motion as 
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where ,i im I  are the mass and inertia of ith block, ,iu  ,iu  ,iθ  iθ  are the displace-
ment, velocity, angular displacement and angular velocity, respectively. The subscripts 
‘j’ refers to the jth-neighboring block. n is the block number which is neighboring of the 
ith block, and n′  the Lp points on the ith block. F  is the external force such as grav-
ity, and M  the external moment. r0 is the rotating radius and kr  the vector from mass 

 
Fig. 2.  Lp points for block contacting. 
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center to Lp point. cI, cm, ck, k are physical constants. 

(ii) Force-displacement relation (physical equation).  The force-displacement rela-
tion at the Lp point is used to express the interaction of two blocks. When two blocks 
contact each other, this relationship can be expressed in the normal and tangential direc-
tions, respectively, as follows: 

 
,
,

n n s n

s s s s

F k A u
F k A u

Δ = − Δ
Δ = − Δ

 (3) 

where ΔFn and ΔFs are the increments of normal and tangential forces at the Lp point, 
and Δun and Δus the corresponding displacement increments. kn and ks are the normal 
and tangential stiffness, respectively, and As the area of the Lp zone. Eq. (3) is valid only 
when the blocks are in contact. When the interface is open ( j

n tF Aσ> ), the forces on the 
interface are all zeros: 

 0,   0.n sF F= =  (4) 

When the interface is sliding (Fs > CAs + Fn tanφ ), the forces on the interface observes 
the Mohr-Coulomb’s law: 

 tan ,s nF F Cφ= +  (5) 

where C is the cohesion and φ the frictional angle. Fn and Fs are the normal and tangen-
tial forces at the Lp point. 

(iii) Block deformation.  The block in the DEM is deformable. If the block material 
is linearly elastic, the stress-strain relation observes the Hooke’s law: 
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This equation is written in the following matrix form: 

 { } [ ]{ }.Cε σ=  (7) 

The displacement at any point inside the block can be obtained by intergrating eq. (7). In 
the local coordinate system, both rigid translation and rotation of the centroid are zero. 
Therefore, in the local coordinate the displacement in each block can be obtained: 

 local ,
2 2
xy xz

xu x y z
γ γε= + +  
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2.3  Coordinates, boundary condition and computation parameters 

 
Fig. 3.  Coordinates for straight jointed slope. 

 

The coordinates used in computation are shown in Fig. 3. We will study domain of 
2.0 m(L)×0.6 m(h)×1.2 m(Z). Except the fixed bottom layer, the upper layers do not 
contact with sidewalls. This slope has the following boundary conditions: 
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and 

 0, 0,    when    0.x yu u y= = =  (11) 

The slope is intersected by three sets of structural planes. These planes are expressed as 
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where N1 and N2 are two vectors in the normal direction, and their normal forces are Px 
and Py. L is the slope length and h the slope thickness. β is the slope angle. dx, dy, dz are 
the dimensions of one block. n refers to the position of interface. 

The frictional angle of interface is measured by the following experiment. Put one 
block on the fixed layer. Let the block sliding and measure the slope angle. This slope 
angle is the frictional angle of interface between blocks. The measured critical failure 
angles are almost the same for the three-size blocks. Table 1 summarizes the mechanical 
properties of rock blocks and joints. Table 2 is the geometrical properties of joints. These 
parameters are used in the DEM simulations. 

 

Table 1  Mechanical properties of rock blocks and joints 

Properties of blocks Strength and stiffness of interface 

Density/kg·m−3 Poisson ratio E /N·m−2 C/Pa φ /(°) kn /N·m−3 ks/N·m−3 
2700 0.2 6.75×1010 2.142 25.99 3.375×1011 3.375×1011

 

Table 2  Geometrical properties of joints 

Big block 
(200×100×100 mm3) 

 Middle block 
(100×100×100 mm3) 

Small block 
(50×50×50 mm3) Joint set 

Space/m Angle/(°) Orient./(°) Space/m Angle/(°) Orient./(°) Space/m Angle/(°) Orient./(°)
1 0.2 90-β 0 0.1 90-β 0 0.05 90-β 0 
2 0.1 90 90 0.1 90 90 0.1 90 90 
3 0.1 β 180 0.1 β 180 0.1 β 180 

 

3  Comparison of DEM results with experimental measurements 

3.1  Failure angle of slope 

First, we define case 1 for big blocks with straight joints, case 2 for big blocks with 
staged joints, case 3 for middle blocks with straight joints, case 4 for middle blocks with 
staged joints, and case 5 for mixed blocks. Failure angle refers to the critical slope angle 
when the slope just begins sliding. Table 3 compares the failure angle computed by 
DEM and experimental measurements. Generally, the DEM simulations are in good 
agreement with experimental measurements. Except case 3 of middle blocks with 
straight joints, failure angles are all among 21—23.5 degree for DEM and 19.5—26.3 
degree for experimental measurement. For case 3, the failure angle calculated by DEM 
is still in the range of experimental measurements. This implies that the current DEM 
can correctly simulate the critical state of rock slopes regardless of joint distribution and 
block size. Block size and joint distribution do affect the failure angle of a jointed rock  
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Table 3  Comparison of failure angle between DEM and experiment 

Methods Case 1/(°) Case 2/(°) Case 3/(°) Case 4/(°) Case 5/(°) 
Experiment 22.14—24 .2 25—26.3 9.8—11.6 23—24.9 19.5—21.8 

DEM 23 25.5 10 23.5 21 

 
slope. Their effects on failure modes and stress distribution will be discussed in subse-
quent sections. 

3.2  Slope with straight continuous joints 

(i) Failure modes.  Cases 1 and 3 are straight continuous jointed slopes. Figs. 4 and 
5 compare their failure modes observed in experiments and DEM simulations. Fig. 4 is 
for big blocks and Fig. 5 is for middle blocks. Experiments observe that the first front 
array rotates but the back arrays do not. This is toppling failure. DEM simulation can 
completely and accurately reproduce this failure mode. From the numerical simulation, 
mass center of each block moves to left downwards and at the same time, the block ro-
tates in anti-clockwise direction. The assembly behaves toppling failure. 

(ii) Stress distribution along sliding surface and vertical section.  The stress distri- 
 

 
 
Fig. 4.  Failure mode of slope with big blocks and straight joints. (a) DEM simulation; (b) experimental observa-
tion. 

 

 
 
Fig. 5.  Failure mode of slope with middle blocks and straight joints. (a) DEM simulation; (b) experimental obser-
vation. 
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bution is explored along the sliding surface and the vertical section or vertical joint. Fig. 
6 is the distribution of normal force along the bottom layer (potential sliding surface) 
when the inclination of slope is at its critical angle. Because each block is divided into 
four equal size sub-blocks, the normal force achieves its maximum at the left-down cor-
ner and zero at the right-down corner. That means the block is rotating instead of sliding 
along the potential sliding surface. Furthermore, the result that Py/ρgy′ is always larger 
than 1 means the left-down corner burdens most of the self-weight due to the rotation of 
blocks. Fig. 7 shows the distribution of normal force when one block is divided into 
more than four sub-blocks in DEM computation. A stress concentration is observed at 
the left-down corner. If the strength of blocks is not enough, its left-down corner may be 
crushed. Therefore, the block may be crushed when the slope is rotating. Fig. 8 is the 
force distribution along section x = 0.7 m at critical angle. The force linearly decreases 
from over self-weight at the left-hand side while linearly increases from under 
self-weight at the right-hand side. The Py finally approaches to the self-weight. This 
means that the contact of up-down blocks is loosing at the right side and tightening at 
the left side. The separation is observed at the right corner of up-bottom contact. Careful 
comparison shows that the block size has some effect on force distribution. The smaller 
the particle is, the stronger change the force has. This is due to the fact that bigger block 
is not easier to rotate in the slope. Their fitting equations are:  

Left of big block and straight joint: 

 / 2.18 1.24 ,yP gy y hρ ′ = −  (13) 

Right of big block and straight joint:  

 / 0.25 1.24 / ,yP gy y hρ ′ = − +  (14) 

Left of middle block and straight joint: 

 / 2.24 1.27 / ,yP gy y hρ ′ = −  (15) 

 
Fig. 6.  Force distribution along sliding surface. (a) Big block and straight joints; (b) middle block and straight 
joints. 
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Fig. 7.  Force distribution along sliding surface (smaller block division). (a) Big block and straight joints; (b) mid-
dle block and straight joints. 

 

 
Fig. 8.  Force distribution along vertical section. (a) Big block and straight joints; (b) middle block and straight 
joints. 

 

Right of middle block and straight joint: 

 / 0.25 1.27 ,yP gy y hρ ′ = − +  (16) 

0.2 0.8.y h< <  

3.3  Slope with staged joints 

(i) Failure modes.  Figs. 9 and 10 are the failure modes obtained by numerical simu-
lations and experimental observations. Experimental observations show that the sliding 
failure is the main mode for the slope of big blocks. The sliding begins from the upper 
layer and gradually propagates to lower layers due to the friction of upper layer. This 
observation is reproduced by the DEM as shown in Fig. 9(a). However, the slope of 
middle blocks has different failure mode although the main failure mode is still sliding. 
In this failure mode, the front column slides first and the subsequent column follows the 
sliding as shown in Fig. 10. The distance between columns becomes bigger and bigger 
from the front column. The DEM can reproduce this failure mode-column sliding, but 
cannot reproduce the bigger and bigger distance between columns. 
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(ii) Stress distribution along sliding surface and vertical section.  Fig. 11 shows the 
force distribution along the sliding surface at critical angle. Figs. 9－11 show that 
Py/ρgy′ is small when x/L is small. This is because the slope is staged and the overbur-
dened pressure at the bottom layer is small. The force reaches its maximum at the middle 

 

 
 
Fig. 9.  Failure mode of slope with big blocks and staged joints. (a) DEM simulation; (b) experimental observation. 

 

 
 

Fig. 10.  Failure mode of middle blocks with staged joints. (a) DEM simulation; (b) experimental observation. 

 

 
Fig. 11.  Force distribution along sliding surface. (a) Big block and staged joints; (b) middle block and staged 
joints. 
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part and becomes small at the right corner. Therefore, for a large-scale slope, the normal 
force along the sliding surface is approximately homogeneous. If the strength of rock 
masses is homogeneous, the resistance should be homogeneous. Compared Fig. 6 with 
Fig. 11, it can be seen that the normal stress along the sliding surface is different, par-
ticularly at the two ends of the slope. This is due to different configurations of joints. Fig. 
12 is the force distribution along section x = 0.7 m (vertical section) at critical angle. y/h 
= 0.2 corresponds to the contact interface of the first layer. Due to staged joints, the up-
per block presses the upper right-hand corner of the lower block. This makes the force at 
y/h = 0.4 larger. A sewed force distribution along the sliding surface is obtained. The 
staged joints increase the constraints on neighboring blocks and thus the stress distribu-
tion. Furthermore, the block rotates during sliding because the force is larger at the 
left-hand side than at the right-hand side. Therefore, we can conclude that straight joints 
have less interaction while staged joints have strong interactions among neighboring 
block columns. Fig. 13 is the force distribution along the sliding surface at critical angle. 
Whether the block is big or middle, the force decreases linearly. Their fitting equations 
are:  
 

 
Fig. 12.  Force distribution along vertical section. (a) Big block and staged joints; (b) middle block and staged 
joints. 

 

 
Fig. 13.  Force distribution along sliding surface. (a) Big block and staged joints; (b) middle block and staged 
joints. 
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Big block and staged joint: 

 0.102 0.094 ,    0.1 1;x
x xP
L L

= − < <  (17) 

Middle block and staged joint: 

 0.123 0.127 ,    0.15 0.95.x
x xP
L L

= − < <  (18) 

The front angle of the slope changes with block size. The smaller the block is, the 
steeper the front angle, and the force transferred to the down-lower part is bigger. 
Therefore, the middle block has steeper decreasing than big blocks. 

3.4  Analysis for mixed block slope 

(i) Failure process.  Fig. 14 is the failure process observed from both experiments 
and DEM simulation. Experimental observations reveal that the part of bigger blocks 
slides and the part of smaller blocks topples. This is a combined failure mode of sliding 
and toppling. The part of small blocks at the front first rotates, then the upper part of 
smaller slides, this presses the big block slides. The sliding of upper block induces the 
sliding of big blocks at the lower layers, producing the global failure of slope. 
 

 
 

Fig. 14.  Failure process of the slope with mixed blocks. Left is DEM simulation and right is experimental observa-
tion. 
 

(ii) Force distribution along sliding surface and vertical section.  Fig. 15 is the force 
distribution along the sliding surface. The left part is similar to the cases with staged 
joints while the right part is similar to the cases with straight joints. Fig. 16 is the force 
distribution along the x = 0.7 m section. The force at the left-hand side linearly decreases 
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up to zero at some height. This zero is due to the rotation of small blocks. However, the 
force at the right-hand side linearly increases with height and the contact at up-down 
blocks becomes more tightly with y/h.  

     

   Fig. 15.  Force distribution along sliding surface.       Fig. 16.  Force distribution along vertical section. 
 

4  Comparison of DEM with limit equilibrium method 

4.1  Critical angle of slope 

Limit equilibrium method ignores the effect of the internal joints and has the same 
sliding surface for all slopes. A factor of safety (FOS) is deduced as follows: 

 tgFOS .
tg sin

C L
w

φ
β β

×= +
×

 (13) 

The strength parameters are φ = 25.99 degree and C = 2.142 Pa as shown in Table 1. 
Using these parameters, the FOSs was calculated and listed in Table 4. All slopes have 
the same FOS regardless of the joint configuration. Table 5 compares the critical angles 
of slope obtained by DEM and LEM. It can be seen that the critical angles obtained by 
DEM are always lower than LEM except case 2. This means that the LEM will predict 
higher critical angle, thus being at the danger edge. 
 

Table 4  Factor of safety (FOS) calculated by limit equilibrium method 
Inclination angle β /(°) Experiment cases 

16 18 20 22 24 26 
Big block & straight joint 1.707 1.506 1.345 1.212 1.099 1.004 
Big block & staged joint 1.708 1.508 1.346 1.213 1.100 1.005 
Middle block & straight joint 1.707 1.506 1.345 1.212 1.099 1.004 
Middle block & staged joint 1.708 1.508 1.346 1.213 1.100 1.005 
Mixed block 1.708 1.508 1.346 1.213 1.100 1.005 

 
Table 5  Comparison of failure angle between DEM and LEM 

Methods Case 1/(°) Case 2/(°) Case 3/(°) Case 4/(°) Case 5/(°) 
LEM 26 26 26 26 26 
DEM 23 25.5 10 23.5 21 

 

4.2  Failure modes 

Fig. 17 compares the failure modes obtained by both DEM and LEM simulations. For 
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Fig. 17.  Comparison of failure modes predicted by DEM and limit equilibrium method. Left is DEM result and 
right is limit equilibrium method result. (a) Big block and straight joints; (b) middle block and straight joints; (c) big 
block and staged joints; (d) middle block and staged joints; (e) mixed blocks. 
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the slope with straight joints, LEM predicts sliding mode while DEM predicts toppling 
mode. For the slope with staged joints, both LEM and DEM predict sliding modes. 
However, even though, their sliding displacements vary with layers. DEM predict higher 
displacements at the upper layers while LEM predicts the same displacements for all 
layers. For mixed slope, DEM predicts the sliding in big block part and toppling in small 
block part. However, LEM predicts only global sliding along the bottom-sliding surface. 

5  Conclusions 

This paper studied the effect of joint configurations and block size on the stability of 
rock slopes by using both DEM simulation and experimental observations. The failure 
modes and force distribution along sliding surface and vertical section were studied for 
five joint configurations. The DEM simulations were also verified with experimental 
observations. Finally, the failure mode and factor of safety were compared between 
DEM and LEM. From these studies, following conclusions and understandings can be 
drawn: 

First, failure mode of jointed slope is not unique. Experimental observations show 
that failure modes have sliding, toppling, or their combination. The block size, joints 
distribution, and the mechanical properties of joints have vital effects on the failure de-
velopment and failure modes. 

Second, the DEM can accurately predict the critical angle of a slope for any joint con-
figurations. The progressive failure from initial failure at local block to full failure at 
whole slope can be reproduced. The sliding and toppling failures causes the block rotat-
ing along the sliding surface. This causes inhomogeneous stress distribution along the 
sliding surface. The stress in each block is changing with slope angle. This adjustment 
depends on the joint configurations. For example, in the slope with straight joints, the 
stress decreases at the right-hand side while increases at the left-hand side of each block. 

Third, the DEM can predict different failure modes while LEM can predict only slid-
ing mode. For the slopes with staged joints, both DEM and LEM predict the sliding 
mode. However, the LEM cannot predict the toppling and fracturing failures. This is 
because the failures are progressive and starts from local failure. Because LEM cannot 
take the joint configurations into account, the factor obtained by LEM is higher. The 
DEM predictions are in good agreement with experimental observations. 
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